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Subsequently, Hastings announced a fourth MOU, which, with the other three, would represent 73% of the production of planned mixed rare carbonate carbonate. Initial Levon drilling and intersected mineralization Haig, with Levon returns 95 m @ 2770Ã ¢ ppmÃ ¢ Treo, 800 ppmÃ ¢ hero and 78 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3 and 95Ã ¢ m @ 2785Ã ¢ ppmÃ ¢ treo,
760 ppmÃ ¢ hero e 76 ppmÃ ¢ DY2O3101. However, in 2016, northern minerals noted that John Galt was also investigated for its basic metals and the graphite122 potential. Moreover, the reserves in stock were 0.5 mt @ 10.6% Ã ¢ Treo. The area of the assembly welding project covers a close vertical carbonate plug, called the welding of carbonate
assembly, which intruded volcanic and sedimentary rocks arches strongly deformed of the tectonic area of Laverton. In March 2019, the company announced that the cost of the development capital of the project reported in its DFS had been reduced by 4% to around $ 427 million136. The company has previously indicated as the Rare Metals project
for which he reported an indicated resource + deducted from 37.7 m to 0.24% Ã ¢ TA2O5, 1.07% Ã ¢ NB2O5, 1.16% Ã ¢ Treo, 0.3% Ã ¢ ZRO2, 7.99% P2O5, 0.09% Ã ¢ Y2O3 and 4.01% Ã, TiO2125. Subsequently, only the limited work was carried out on the Brockman project as the company focused on its Yangibana project, but, based on the
perforation undertaken in 2014 in the southern area, Hastings reported a resource indicated and deduced by 41.4 mt @ 0.21% Ã ¢ Treo which included 0.18% Ã ¢ Hero and 0.36% Ã ¢ NB2O5 and 0.90% Ã, ZRO2102. Following the tests of two radiometric anomalies, the company reported that the goal of Levon, 1.3 km south of the resource, returned
to the rock sample, including 4281Ã ¢ ppmÃ ¢ Treo and 5237 ppmÃ ¢ Treo. Brockman project: Hastings Technology Metals Ltd has acquired the Brockman project, 18 km south of Halls Creek in the Kimberley region, in 2010 and for a period indicated as the Hastings project. Yangibana project: Yangibana: TECHNOLOGY METALS LTD Yangibana
Project is located about 260 km north-east of Carnarvon. At the beginning of 2013, Hastings announced that the reconnaissance mapping and sampling had identified mineralization south of these resources. On the basis of an analysis of historical drilling and surface sampling, the company said that the main composition of John Galt mineralization
was: Yttrium 67%, 9% handset, 7% erbium, ytterbio 6% and Terbio 1 % 119. Project Range Browns: the Northern Minerals LtdÃ ¢ â,¬ â "¢ s Browns Range Project is located 160 km south-east of Halls Creek, adjacent to the border of the Northern Territory. In January 2019, Hastings issued an estimate of the updated mineral reserve of 34% higher
than that of July 2018133. A hastings drilling program in 2011 on the central area of the niobium tuff culminated in an estimate of updated resources to: Resources indicated by 27.1 mt @ 8913Ã ¢ ppmÃ ¢ zro2, 3545 ppmÃ ¢ nb2o5, 182 ppmÃ ¢ ta2o5, 110 ppmÃ ¢ ga2o5, 110 ppmÃ ¢ ga2o5, 318 ppmÃ, hfo2, 186 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3,1120 ppmÃ ¢ y2o3 and
2103 ppmÃ ¢ Treo; and resources deducted 9.1 mt @ 8914ã, ppmÃ ¢ zro2, 3547 ppmÃ ¢ nb2o5, 182 ppmÃ ¢ ta2o5, 110 ppmÃ ¢ ga2o5, 110 ppmÃ ¢ ga2o5, 318 ppmÃ ¢ hfo2, 186 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3, 1120 ppmÃ ¢ y2o3 and 2100 ppmÃ ¢ Treo99. Gadolin's essays were up to 18.6% Ã ¢ Treo and Ytterby up to 1.4% Ã ¢ Treo. In the same relationship, Lynas
noted that there are deposits surrounding CLD and Duncan deposits, but are not included in these resources and reservations. Additional TALUS samples in a valley directly under the main area has returned results ranging from 13.2% to 31.7% Ã ¢ Treo. This survey, together with historical exploration data, has been used to provide goals for a rock
chip sampling program later in that year. Within these resources, probable reserves have been reported for Wolverine and Setherground) and Area 5 (Open-Pit) Deposits for a total of 3,293Ã, MT @ 6.78 kg / tÃ ¢ treo, 0.59 kg / tÃ ¢ dy2o3, 0.09 kg / tb4o7 and 3.94Ã ¢ kg / tÃ ¢ y2o3 for content products of 1948 THÃ ¢ thy2o3, 288Ã ¢ tÃ ¢ tb4o7 and 12
969Ã ¢ tÃ ¢ y2o3106. In 2018, mineral resources were announced for six deposits in the project area, ie Wolverine, Gambit, Gambit West, Area 5, Cyclops and Banshee. The perspective was recorded as inactive by the government of Western Australia in April 2019115. The key discoveries were that Lynas Malaysia complies with the applicable laws;
That his transactions are low risk and that there were no violations of the company's operational license. The Malaysian government has undertaken a review of the operations of the Malaysia of the company and issued the results in December 2018. At the end of June 2019, Hastings announced that the environmental protection authority of the
Australian government recommended environmental approval for the Yangibana project137 . The magazine estimate (CLD and combined duncan) led to an increase of 138% compared to the previous estimate published in 2015123. A resource deducted from 52,000 t @ 0.35% ã, REO was reported in 1992 by the noble resources Ltd116. Lynas is
attractive against one of these decisions129. At the Haig target, the samples almost all exceeded 2100 ppmÃ ¢ Treo100. The updated assembly welding reserve amounted to 19.7 mt @ 8.6% Ã ¢ Treo for a 1.69 mtÃ ¢ mtÃ ¢ Treo content. The in-pit reserve has proved to be the ™ mineral reserve of 14.1 mt @ 8.8% Ã ¢ Treo had 20.00 ppmÃ ¢ nd2o3 +
PR6O11, 300 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3, 21-200 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3 and 41.00 ppmÃ ¢ ppm ACEA2. During this time, the resources have been reported by the Bald Hill, Fraser, Auer, Auer North, Yangibana, Yangibana West, Yangibana North, finds Yangibana, Find, Gossan, Gussan, Gossan Shell and Kane Gossan. The sampling of the additional rock chip to the main
area was reported in 2015 when 99 samples collected at the top of the crest mediated 1.47% Ã ¢ Treo and 12 samples from the base of the crest mediated 5.53% Ã ¢ Treo121. In August 2018, Lynas issued a reserve estimate of updated mineral resources and mineral prehessions for the project and noted that CLD and Duncan were considered as part
of the Del Mineralized system, although Duncan is less than grade. The new probable mineral reserve has been reported as 10.35 mt @ 1.22% Ã ¢ Treo, which included 0.43% Ã ¢ ND2O3 + PR6O11. A high-resolution magnetic and radiometric survey was flown by northern minerals in 2011. The new total mineral resource was 55.4Ã ¢ mt @ 5.4% Ã ¢
Treo for a threeo124 content of 3 mt. Subsequently a resource estimate deducted for Dazzler of 0.14 m @ 2.23% TREO, 2.08 kg / thany DY2O3, 12.79 kg / t-y-y2o3, 0, 27 kg / t_ TB4O7 and 93% Ã ¢ Hero for a 2300 treo content. DY2O3 Grade in samples varied from 1350 ppm to 36 791ã, ppm120. In 2009, Navigator Resources Ltd reported a magazine
resource deduced from 4.17 mt @ 1.72% Ã ¢ Treo, 11.0% Ã, P2O5, 187 ppmÃ ¢ u3o8 and 41 ppmÃ ¢ TH111. The company found that the degree of the resource is more than three times the average rating for the Range Browns108 project. The project area covers most of the Gifford Creek ferrocarbonate suite. After a revision of the property, the
navigator has renounced the Cummins range in May 2017 without further exploration or evaluations. At 2.5% Ã ¢ Treoy the resource deduced was 687 kt @ 3.38% Ã ¢ Treoy, 273 ppmÃ ¢ u3o8, 68 ppmÃ ¢ tho2 and 11.6% ã, P2O5114. The deposit is housed in the tuff of the Niobium, a fine-grained volcaniclic unit at the base of the Brockman volcans.
They are these irons who historically have the focus of the Ree exploration in the area130. At the end of 2018, Hastings said he was continuing with the preparation of documents to support a demand for a mining leasing on the Brockman103 project. At June 30, 2018, resources in these deposits and stocks were: resources indicated by 4.59 meters to
0.71% Ã ¢ Treo, 0.6 kg / Thany DY2O3, 3.99 kg / tÃ ¢ y2o3, 0.99 kg / T_ TB4O7 with 86% Ã, Hero104 for a TREO105 content of 32 304; and resources deducted 4.48 mt @ 0.56% Ã ¢ Treo, 0.46 kg / dy2o3, 3,18 kg / tÃ¢ y2o3, 0,07 kg / t_ tb4o7 con 86% Ã¢ Ã¢ here per a a TREO of 25 001Ã ¢ t. The monte welding deposit is composed of a central high
quality core, called the central lanthan storage (CLD) and a surrounding mineralized halo, part of which the Duncan deposit was defined. In 2016, northern minerals have started the preliminary work on the construction of a pilot plant to process Browns mineral mineral and the plant was officially opened in July 2018. Activity to John Galt was limited
in recent years As society attention focused on developments to its Browns project of the range. The intrusive cummins range is part of an alkaline intrusive complex that is mainly piroxenite with a central carbonate plug. The estimates of mineral resources have been reported for the main mineralized area and a southern extension. Deposit of the
Cummins range: this perspective is 130 km southwest of Halls Creek. It notes that the project has a high NDPR ratio to TREO to 41% and that the metallurgical pilot test plant has reached a recovery of 75.6%. Hastings notes that a key feature of this rock suite in the Yangibana project area is the widespread event of Ironstone Dams that are spatially
associated with ferrocarbonate intrusions. The current open mine of the fosse, which has a life of about 25 years, is managed based on a campaign, mainly on the CLD. The rock chip samples from the other two zones returned the tests between 4.5% and 17.8% Ã ¢ Treo. Exploration for Ree to Yangibana was performed for the first time by Challenger
Mining Corporation NL and Hurlston Pty Ltd between 1985 and 1991, when abnormal surface samples and intersections for drilling exceeding 5% were recorded. This mou was with the raw materials of Thyssenkrupp GmbH135. At the perspective of Dazzler, about 15 months to the south Pilot plant of the Browns range, the drilling in 2013 tested the
metamorphics of the Browns range at the base of a sloping slope but returned limited mineralization intersections. A DFS suggested that the established resources could support an initial life of the mine of With plans to produce up to 15,000 TPA of rare-ground mixed carbonates on the Yangibana website. In August 2014, Hastings announced a
resource indicated and deducted from the girl for the Yangibana project of 3.36 mt @ 1300 ppmÃ ¢ Treo131. HASTINGS Note that the niobium tuff can be traced for 3.5 km, has a thickness up to 35 m and is vertical for steeply east-diving98. They also noticed the successful start-up of their new nd and PR separation circuit. The mining campaign 3
began during the quarter of December 2018 and the ore mineral of this campaign will be mixed with the Duncan mineral, which was undermined and rude during the mining campaign 2127. The total measured resource, indicated and deducted for The project was reported as 21,673 mt @ 1.17% Ã ¢ Treo with 0.39% Ã ¢ ND2O3 + PR6O11. The
degree of the probable in-pit mineral reserve of 5.1 mt was slightly less than 7.7% of Treo with 1700 ppmÃ ¢ nd2o3 + PR6O1111, 430 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3, 17800 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3, 17800 ppmÃ ¢ la2o3 and 35 Â ° CEO2. In addition to the mineral resource and the update of the reserve, Lynas reported significant operating results at the lamp in the first half of
the 2019 financial year, including two consecutive months of 600 t per month of NDPR production in September and October 2018. Lynas states that it is ¨ the highest grade ree mine in the world126. Following the revaluation of project data in 2015, the company felt that the degree of interruption used is too low and has published a revised summary
of resource estimates and commented that the classification of resources deducted should apply only to degrees of cutting 2.5% Ã, Treoy113 or higher. However, in 2018 the company has followed an alternative geological model and drilled by the top of the Gardiner sandstone, previously considered not perspective. No further perforation or work on
It seems to have been done on perspective until Northern Uranium has been granted, an exploration lease on perspective in 20101117. Three mineralized minerals Area, gadolin and ytterbyÃ ¢ â,¬ "returned high votes with main zone samples that increase up to 23.6% Ã ¢ treo. Exploration CRA PTY LTD has undertaken initial Exploration for Ree to
Cummins the range between 1978 and the 1984 and the limited reos drilling identified in the Cummins range with drilling samples returning up to 7.81%, Reo on a 1-m interval. John Galt deposit: The John Galt project is 28 km to South of Turkey Creek in the Kimberley region. Different estimates of subsequent resources were then followed by an
updated estimate in November 2018132. The first rare-ear carbonate was produced in October 2018 and, in December, the company reported that The first shipment of 2578 kg of this product had left the project site for customers in China109. Mount Weld Project: Lynas Corporation Ltd produces a concentrated Ree from the Monte welding mine,
located 35 km south of Laverton, which It is subsequently elaborated at the plant of the advanced materials of Lyna (lamp) near Kuantan, Malaysia. He also noted that there are three spontanites signed with customers in China covering 40% of the projected production volume134. This was subsequently updated, in June 2012, to a resource deduced
from 4.90 mt @ 1.74% Ã ¢ Treo 11.2% Ã ¢ p2o5, 145 ppmÃ ¢ u3o8 and 48 ppmÃ ¢ th at 1.0% Ã ¢ Treo Cut-off grade112. The surrounding deposits are the deposits of anchoring, crown, cigna, swan and emu that contain niobium, tantalum, titanium and phosphate and ree. Northern Uranium Ltd (the name modified in February 2011 to North Minerals
Ltd) noted that mineralization was discovered in the 1970s when three mineralized areas of three reas and 503 m of Diamond Drilling was completed in nine Holes in that "main zone ... a significant mineralization and intersections has been detected They included: 21 m @ 1985.4 ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3 and 2.15% Ã ¢ treo and 18 m @ 8627.2ã, ppmÃ ¢ dy2o3
and 9.10% Ã ¢ Treo107. In December, however, in a a Development, the Malaysian Ministry of Energy, Science, Technology, Environment and Climate Change announced two new pre-conditions for the renewal of the company's license due on 2 September 2019 and future renewals of management permits of residues. Northern uranium describes
mineralization as housed in red rocky beds and occurring in a system of Xenotime quartz veins where Xenotime is interstitial or in pods or thin veins inside quartz vein118. Vena118.
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